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the qualities of work between the two groups as a result of the implementation of iPads as a motivation
factor for the experimental group. It also showed the classroom dynamics were better off with the
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Limitations and recommendations for integrating iPads into various curricula are discussed.
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Abstract
The purpose of this project was to investigate the effects of integrating 1: 1 iPads into a Physical
Education unit. The participants of this project were twenty-five six-graders, randomly assigned
into an experimental and a control group, a physical education teacher and a technology teacher
(teacher researcher). The preliminary finding from this one-month pilot study revealed a
significant difference of the qualities of work between the two groups as a result of the
implementation of iPads as a motivation factor for the experimental group. It also showed the
classroom dynamics were better off with the experimental group when students and teachers
were interacting and learning along side each other. Limitations and recommendations for
integrating iPads into various curricula are discussed.
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Introduction
As technology continues to shape the educational setting, schools and districts are
starting to implement initiatives to push more devices into their schools. Teachers are expected
to use technology, often pressured by administration. As a technology leader in my school, it is
only natural to determine the significance of integrating technology into the classrooms. This
project was developed to determine the effects of integrating iPads into the Physical Education
curriculum in allegiance to the Iowa Core Standards.
Unfortunately, trends have shown that school districts are cutting Physical Education
classes. As Geraldine Sealey explained in an ABCNews article (2013): "Gym classes are being
sacrificed across the country to save money and satisfy federal mandates stressing test scores in
math and reading" (p.1 ). If districts are cutting Physical Education classes to meet the needs of
ailing test scores, then how are administrators and teachers preparing to educate in a 21st
Century learning environment?
In the same ABCNews article, an interview with Cathy Brewton, the coordinator for the
obesity prevention program for the Florida Department of Health, shared "Kids said if they were
going to do phys ed, they wanted to do something fun. " Just as any subject, physical education
teachers have to adhere to local and state standards. However, physical education can often be
overlooked, as rules of participation vary in each state (Brewton, 2013 , p.1 ).
The National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) provide a statement
on "Appropriate Use of Instructional Technology in Physical Education" (2009). The NASPE
provides guidelines, or suggestions, as to what they expect technology integration should look
like in a Physical Education classroom. In Iowa, schools are shifting towards the Iowa Core,
which is similar to the Common Core, where schools are preparing students for learning and
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growing in the 21st Century. Why are we teaching in 21st Century classrooms, but not
necessarily 21st Century gymnasiums?
Technology Literacy is an important part of the Iowa Core and is certainly a valuable 21 st
Century skill to master. Technology is not a "single" subject; rather, it is an integral part to
every subject. Just as math and science skills coincide with one another, technology intervenes
with different subjects in a variety of ways. Similar as a pencil is a tool in writing, or a
protractor is a tool in math, one cannot master technology tools without valuable learning content
to apply with it.

Purpose
The basis of this project was to conduct an experiment designed to develop, implement,
and evaluate a 6th grade Basketball Unit in Physical Education by effectively integrating 1: 1
iPads. The basketball unit provided a structured environment where the students were instructed
about appropriate techniques, as well as, the opportunity to practice in the routines on their
own. The subject of the study wasn ' t how the iPads were being used for the basketball unit
specifically, rather, the interactions among the students and teacher using the technology was
among the main focal points.
Technology Literacy in the Iowa Core is further described in Table 1. The Essential
Concept is defined along with the desired skills associated with it, which will also be the basis of
this project. The significance is to determine if implementing iPads to each student would help
them understand and comprehend these 21 st Century Skills and concepts more efficientl y.
Three inquiry questions guided this project include:
l. Was there a difference between the experimental group who integrated iPads and
the control group who didn' t?
2. What did the physical education teacher learn from the implementation?
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3. What did the technology teacher learn from this design and implementing
process?
Table 1

Iowa Core 21 st Century Learning: Technology Literacy

Essential Concept

Skills

Demonstrate creative thinking in the
design and development of innovative
technology products and problem solving
Collaborate with peers, experts, and others
using interactive technology.

Individually or collaboratively create media-rich products and
display, publish, or perform them for a variety of audiences.

Contribute to a content knowledge base by creating,
producing, and sharing information, models, and other
creative works
Plan strategies utilizing digital tools to Use technological tools to select data and organize it into a
gather, evaluate, and use information
format that is easily understood by others.
Use critical thinking skills to conduct Use technology to gather, analyze, and assess data and its
research, solve problems, and make effectiveness to design, develop and test possible solutions
informed decisions using appropriate that assist students in making decisions
technological tools and resources.
Understand the legal and ethical issues of Use technology efficiently and in a manner that does not harm
technology as related to individuals, them or others
cultures, and societies
Understand the underJying structure and Use technology for everyday use and understand how
application of technology systems.
technology systems can be applied to various situations.
www.educateiowa.gov

This project is important at a local level because there have been a variety of successful
integrations of technology into our curriculum, except for Physical Education. This project fills
the gap by showing an example of successful technology integration into the gymnasium. At a
National level, this project is important because Physical Education is similar to other subjects,
as continual learning is a necessity. The inquiry project, and ideas associated and discovered
within, can be shared with Physical Education teachers everywhere. The preparation and
creation of this project helped express an understanding of successful Instructional Technology
implementation and integration, from determining the desired outcomes, designing the research
project as a whole, and reflecting and sharing the final product (Guymon, 2014).
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Terminology
Prior to the experiment, the iPads were equipped with three specific applications that
were available to the students. These, however, were not the only applications or programs they
could use, this was simply a starting point. The Physical Education class itself was administered
through a Kidblog, which is simply a web-based "member-only" education blog. There was also
an application installed on the iPad that made it simple for uploading pictures and videos to their
blog posts.
Another application installed on the iPads was Educreations. This is a photo editing
application, where students can edit and diagram directly on the images. They could then submit
their custom picture to the Kidblog. The final application provided to the students was
Perfect Video, which is a video editing application, where students could mesh and edit videos

together to produce a final clip. After production, the end product could then be submitted to the
Kidblog.
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Literature Review
The majority of the valuable literature discovered while developing background for this
project came from magazines and publications produced by the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD). More specifically, information from
the organization's division ofresearch publications, Journal of Physical Education Recreation
and Dance (JOPERD) was used for a foundation of this project. The references and resources of
various articles were carefully examined to determine if further relevant research was available.
Online databases such as the University of Northern Iowa' s OneSeach! and GoogleScholar were
also used to successfully locate peer-reviewed research.

Pertinent Literature
The impact technology has played on education and learning is quite visible. Students are
exposed to technology at an early age and then they become accustomed to living in a digitallyenriched environment. Marc Prensky (2001b) claims "today' s technology enriched students are
different learners than the traditional Physical Education curriculum was designed for". With
the understanding that in order to satisfy these new types of learners, we need to recognize every
student learns differently. It is important to understand the idea of "task engagement" and how
these new types of learners, immersed in technology, expect to use the technology throughout
their daily routines (Craddock & Mathias, 2009).
As teachers differentiate their instruction, it is important to remember to justify the
learning that is taking place. As for any subject, lessons and activities should be designed to
allow students to express an understanding of the learning expectations. All content, lessons,
and activities should align with accredited standards (Richardson, Mears, Hansen, Fine, Lawler,
& Mason, 2009). Authentic assessments must be used in order to accommodate different
learning styles and meet the needs of all learners. By offering a variety of assessments for
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understanding, the opportunity for all students to succeed is provided by choosing an assessment
that best fits their learning techniques.
Another facet that is important to consider is the ideas shared by the National Association
for Sport and Physical Education. A number of guidelines are provided by NASPE, for Physical
Education teachers implementing technology (2009). One of the guidelines insists instructional
technology is "designed to provide a tool for increasing instructional effectiveness." The
technology is not intended to hinder the desired outcomes of the lesson. Delivery methods
should supplement instruction, and any online interactions should be similar to face-to-face
environments. The online aspect is not supposed to replace direct classroom instruction, and
teachers "must include instructional components when using technology to develop fitness."
Richardson et al. (2009) suggest that physical education activities should be "aligned to
student learning expectations that fit students' developmental levels, and content aligned to
standards" (p. 2). This is an extremely important idea to consider, as multiple methods of
assessment should be used in order to accommodate varying levels of students' ability in any
classroom.
Assessment can be defined as being authentic if the learner's understanding is expressed
in real-life settings. Furthermore, authentic assessments activate student's higher-order thinking
skills by having them achieve learning goals that can be applied to real-life settings (Schiemer,
2000). Especially in Physical Education, a variety of authentic assessments allow all students to
succeed based on the learning style, or assessment, that best fits them as a learner.
The final connection among literature describes what the future entails for technology
and education. It is easy to see how there is a saturation of devices and technology into our
school systems today. It isn't just the integration of these devices into classrooms that is
important., rather, it is how are these devices are going to be used for maximum success.
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Participatory learning is when you engage the student as a whole, including different aspects to
becoming an effective learner. The purpose of participatory learning is not to focus on minute
details; instead, effective and active learning requires the Four C's of Participation (Reilly,
Jenkins, Felt, & Vartabedian, 2013) :
1. Creating projects to demonstrate an understanding.
2. Circulating among devices, platforms, and programs, to become diverse in the
technology that is available.
3. Collaboration is not limited to one classroom or school, but the opportunities are endless.
4. Connecting and building various networks of experts to assist in organizing a list of
resources that can be helpful.
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Methodology
Project Initiation
th

The overall scope of the project was integrating iPads, with a I : I ratio, in a 6 grade
elementary Physical Education classroom environment. As the technology teacher at our school,
I play a crucial role in helping integrate technology into teacher's lesson plans and curriculum.
Mr. Travis French, a Physical Education teacher, assisted with this project. One of the desired
outcomes of this project was to determine the overall effectiveness of integrating 1: 1 iPads in the
Physical Education setting. Another intended outcome was to see how Technology Literacy
Concepts and Skills align with the integration of iPads into the Physical Education curriculum.

Project Design
A total of 25 students participated in the study, eighteen girls and seven boys ranging
from 11-12 years of age. Two groups were randomly selected. The Experimental Group (EG)
consists of thirteen students, nine girls and four boys. The Control Group (CG) consists of
twelve students, nine girls and three boys. The choice of doing this research project with a 6th
grade class was contingent on the school schedule and the ability to observe the classes during
their regular Physical Education period.
The scope of this project was in conjunction with a 6th Grade Basketball Unit in Physical
Education. The Control Group went about classroom activities in a regular manner. Each
student of the Experimental Group was given an iPad to use throughout the duration of the
project. Initially, the students were given an iPad with little instruction from the teachers. They
were simply shown several applications to use for the project, and expected to explore on their
own.
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Student Grouping. In alphabetical order, each student was assigned a numerical value

1-25. A random number was generated and that student was placed in the Experimental
Group. Another number was generated, and the corresponding student would be a member of
the Control Group. This process, portrayed in Table 2, continued until there were thirteen
students in the Experimental Group, arid twelve students in the Control Group. Student names
were altered and are reflected by their initials and this will be consistent throughout the project.
After the first day of instruction, the physical education teacher decided to alter the style
of the experiment. Originally, members of the Experimental Group were given an iPad with
free exploration. That did not work, so the teacher decided that he would create videos and
examples to assist the students along the way. After this realization, students were properly
shown how to login, view, and submit information to the Kidblog. All of the information
presented in the paper is derived from the Kidblog website.

On the blog, Mr. French created an

example of a post that he was expecting. The main purpose of this project is to see how iPads
can help students understand PE activities better. Each student was able to use an iPad during
class for whatever reason they needed too. The students understood that the expectations were to
create something that will present their ideas or understanding of the content.
Time Period and Procedure. Overall, the experiment lasted approximately one

month. Initial ideas and collaboration took place in early December and January between the
Physical Education teacher and the researcher. Each student group had six 50-minute classes
throughout the duration of the project. Parents were sent information describing the research
project and how it tied into the Physical Education classroom (Appendix A).
Prior to beginning the experiment, all members of the Experimental Group were
instructed in how to use the applications that were on their iPads. The applications installed on
the iPads were Kidblog, Educreations, and PerfectVideo. At that time, the students were
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unaware of the experiment, and were simply being instructed on the new applications. All of the
6th grade students had already been taught how to use blogs for learning, and how appropriate
behavior was expected in all aspects of the classroom (physically and virtually). Students in the
Experimental Group were given a GoogleForm quiz to demonstrate their understanding of
appropriate online behavior (Appendix B). Throughout the project, there were instructions and
examples posted on the Kidblog.
Table 2.
Student Groups

[tA]
:!vLB
[F _B]
[A.F.]
[R.G.]
C H.
[G.H.]
.M.
[\\f.M.]
S.S
.[P.S]
[M.S]
[D.Vl]

Female
Fema~e

Female
Fcm afo

Fcmafo

Female

Fema~c:

Female

Male

Male

Fcrnafo

Fcrnaic

Male

Fcrna~c

Fematc
Female
Female

Fernafo

Male

Fcrna)c

Maki
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Major Findings
There are a number of ideas and generalizations that can be gathered from the results of
this project. Perhaps the most important detail would be the significant differences of the quality
of work between the two groups. Another attribute enhanced by the implementation of iPads
would be the motivation factor. Finally, the classroom dynamics were better off with the
Experimental Group, as students and teachers were interacting and learning along side each
other.

Student Learning
Learning of control group: From the perspective of a technology teacher, I observed
when that basketball unit was taught like a traditional Physical Education course, the teacher
demonstrated examples with little student input. Without the iPad, students were unable to use
tools to enhance their learning experience. Students in this group were only able to breach the
surface of possibilities.
When Mr. French commented on the learning of the control group, he was satisfied with
learning outcome of the control group from the content aspect. In his final reflection, he wrote:
The control group did a really nice job with the basketball unit. All of the
students reacted a 3 on the 6th Grade Basketball Skills Rubric, demonstrating
grade level expectations in the skills. The control group students were fairly
engaged for most of the unit, although as some of them finished their drills &
presentation video work, they began to get a little off-task. (Personal responses
to Teach er Researcher)

Learning of experimental group. The students using the iPads in the experimental
group were motivated to achieve a higher learning outcome. Mr. French summarized:
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The experimental group did a great job with the basketball unit. Nine of the
thirteen students in the experimental group earned a 4 on the 6 th Grade
Basketball Skills rubric, demonstrating above grade level expectations in the
skills. The remaining four of the thirteen students all earned a score of 3 on the
rubric. The experimental group students were engaged throughout the unit and
used time after shooting their video to correct and enhance their blog post.
(Personal responses to Teacher Researcher)
From my perspectives of a technology teacher, I observed that students in the
Experimental Group were able to instantly view a video or picture to see if they were performing
the skill correctly, as identified by the rubric. This allowed for students to re-assess their
performance, and with the opportunity to receive this quick and effective feedback, students
were able to establish whether the final product portrayed a sufficient understanding of the
basketball skill. Students were also able to diagram and explain the situation, which also helped
understand the concepts that were taught.
The Experimental Group was able to activate at a higher level of thinking compared to
the other group because of the opportunity to create, analyze, and reflect on their skills. Students
in this group used critical-thinking skills to determine if their basketball skills were being
performed using the technology. The iPad and other forms of technology used allowed students
to express their understanding using the creative design skills already possessed.
Finally, students examined the final products that were submitted for grading. Out of
these various forms of media, the students were to identify which Iowa Core skills were also
being taught. Although this activity of connecting to the Iowa Core was done towards the end of
the project, this was what was needed in order to "link" technology and learning with Physical
Education.
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Interaction between teachers and students. As the researcher, I observed all of the
Experimental Group Physical Education classes. Due to internal scheduling, I was unable to
observe two of the Control Group classes. After the initial excitement of starting something
new, the students ' questions shifted from how do we use a program, to how can we improve our
videos.
For the Control Group during regular classroom instruction, there were only physical
examples and verbal communication. There was very little engagement among students in the
Control Group compared to the Experimental Group where student interaction was extended.
Alternative assessments and various writing dimensions, as well as learning outside of the
classroom took place. During class time, Mr. French guided the students as they progressed
through each skill. There weren't as many questions about the technology as I imagined, which
will only get better as technology becomes better integrated in our school.

Interaction among students. The students took the initiative to work in groups, but all
members of the Experimental Group were required to submit their own projects and posts. There
were drastic differences between interactions online and in the gymnasium. There was not the
web presence that I expected from the students. There were a number of students who seemed
comfortable on the virtual learning community, but other students were not. All students
excelled at different aspects of the project from the online component, editing and mashing
videos, or the basketball skill itself. It appears that the implementation of iPads leveled the skill s
gap among students. They all possessed their own abilities and by having to collaborate with
each other created a more dynamic learning environment for all.
Throughout the students' non-PE classes, students do not any effective web presence.
The use of a blog for writing was a new concept for the students. After a brief instruction, the
students became peer learners by critiquing and commenting on each other's biogs. Mr. French
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was also commenting and reflecting on each student's posts. When students returned to the gym,
they would then edit and mash their video to accommodate any suggestions from their peers.

Teacher Learning
I was fortunate to have such a cooperative teacher to collaborate with throughout this
project. It required him to change roles, and make accommodations in order to collect research
and gather data. Although there were some speed bumps along the way, the collaboration that
took place among the students, teacher, and researcher was phenomenal. As a professional, Mr.
French insisted on continuing to improve his teaching. As a technology integrator, it is my
responsibility to assist teachers when implementing technology. We shifted his instruction from
teacher-centered into student-centered approaches.
Although there wasn't a lot of hard data and numbers, there is enough evidence to show
that the experiment was extremely beneficial to Mr. French and our school as a whole. The
experimental group scored higher than the control group on the Basketball Skills Rubric. As a
school, we have been implementing iPads for the past few years, but the teachers have yet to
really use the technology to it's full potential in the classrooms. The students have also been
exposed to the iPads over the past two years, and are starting to become more comfortable with
them. Beyond evaluating the effectiveness of implementing iPads into the Physical Education
curriculum, it is also important to consider what Technology Literacy skills assisted students
along the way.

Teacher's reaction. Mr. French was an integral part in the success of this project, as his
eagerness and willing to collaborate throughout the project was very appreciated. From the
initial idea and design stage to completing the final Analysis, his participation was a crucial part
to the successful completion of this research project. His thoughts and reactions will be shared
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throughout this report, however, Mr. French's full reflection on the project can be found in
Appendix H.
Grouping. Overall, the random groups were "relatively the same cross-section of

students, ranging from the more athletic and skilled students to those that are generally averse to
team sport activities" (T. French, personal communication, March 23, 2014). All twelve
members of the Control Group received a three on the skills rubric demonstrating grade level
expectations. Four members of the Experiment Group received a three on the skills rubric,
whereas, nine of the students received a four.
One major thing that Mr. French noticed was the students' attention and motivation
throughout the duration of the project. The Control Group was "fairly engaged" for the unit, but
often became off-task once the basketball activities were complete. Once the Control Group
mastered the skill, they then turned their attention to shooting hoops. The attentiveness from the
Experimental Group was expressed by "looking to edit and revise their post" and "improve the
quality of their work" The Experimental Group spent more time working on editing and revising
their work in order to successfully show their understanding of the skill (personal
communication, March 23 , 2014).
Differences. A major revelation Mr. French discovered was the fact that students in the

Experimental Group were equipped to expand their "cognitive aspect of the basketball skills" by
communicating and collaborating using methods such as "video, pictures and typed discussions"
(personal communication, March 24, 2014). Students were able to "showcase their ability to
recognize the skills in a video". This allowed them to dig deeper into the content and strengthen
their understanding of the basketball skills. All of this activity throughout the class period
resulted in them staying on task more efficiently.
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The Control Group was only able to demonstrate a basic understanding of the basketball
skills. This was due to the lack preparation of their designed drill, as well as, the choices that
occurred once they were done with developing their drills. They tended to "quickly move to offtask activities" after minimally practicing their skill that was going to be assessed. They were
not able to use the technology, resulting in them having to develop the skills on their own as they
were assessed. This is what resulted in the lower score on the rubric.
Closure. Mr. French developed three conclusions as we summarized the research

project; (a) "[it allowed students to] showcase knowledge and creativity"; (b) "[provided]
another option to demonstrate their knowledge"; (c) "[it] kept students [actively] engaged. " I
asked Mr. French what his biggest takeaway, as a PE teacher, was in respect to this project. He
responded: "how I can enhance the depth of student knowledge in regards to different skill sets."
In elementary PE, students are developing the basic skills associated with basketball (dribbling,
running, striking). As students progress up to middle school, they should be developing higherorder thinking skills (offense, defense, teamwork). They should already have mastered the basic
basketball skills, so now they were able to express more complicated skills. The iPad allowed
them to achieve these skills in a proficient and effective manner.
Conclusions
The biooest tak,e away for me. as a PE teacl\er, is I\O\v I can enhance t e dept of
student knowledg.e in regards to different skill sets . By the time most students are in midd le
school, tlleir movement skills (dribbling. running, striking) should provide a good base to cortinue
to d,evelop t heir movement concepts (offense, defense, teamwork). Tile focus in m iddle school
is to try to hone tile meshing of the movement skills and movement concepts so t at t ey are
able to ex.e cute particular movement concepts without focu.s ing entirely on movement skills . I
t ink too iPads, Kid blog, and Screenchomp app allo"iNC>d t he students to sl\O\vcase their indrvid ual
k nowledge of too sk.ills. Tile experirT ental group was also provided with an extra opportunity to
support tlleir knowledge by discussing different skills executed in gan e play. Lastly, the
t,e chnology in PE kept the students engaged with a unit that, for some, can become tiresome and
repetitrve (bask.etball drills). In conclusion, bringing technology into the PE classroom in this
particular manner provided three major positives: it gave stud,ents a chance to showcase tl\eir
knoptledge and creativity. provided students with another option to demonstrate t eir k nowledge
by discussing skills in a video, and kept stu<lents engaged. All of t his was done by using a
device familiar to students (iPad) woo were participating in a familiar unit (basketball) but
performing novel work.
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Technology Teacher Learning
Throughout the duration of this project, the students were offered a variety of assessment
techniques that accommodate various learning styles. It is important to consider the varying
learning styles present in any classroom, and learn how to best let those learners succeed. One
form of assessment used photos and photo editing applications, and the other examples used
videos to explain their skills. These options allowed students to activate certain learning styles
that they felt comfortable with. For example, students who enjoy artistic features may use
photos and drawings, while a student who is more outgoing may feel comfortable recording a
video.

Researcher's reflection. An aspect that was new to me as we completed this research
was the ability to have students dig deeper into the content. Mr. French described how this was
something that he took away from this experiment. As described by the students' final
reflections in Appendix 9, it appears that they were unphased by the technology. Some students
even thought that using the iPads was more "work".
At the local level , this experience has been extremely beneficial, as teachers are
becoming more familiar with the technology available to them. This is also making my job
easier; I constantly remind them that I am available to assist them when wanting to implement
technology. This is an excellent example of the collaboration and opportunity that is available to
the teachers and students at our school.
The Kidblog can be implemented into any classroom and is very simple to use. As
technology advances, the ability to work across different platforn1s is becoming easier. A central
location for collaborating on projects and commenting on each other's to build deeper
understanding fostering higher-order thinking skills.
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At the "teacher community" level, the design, project, and analysis can be described to
other teachers. Although this project was used in a Physical Education classroom, a number of
the activities and assessments can be used, or transformed, into a variety of formats. This
Graduate Project could be published and shared for educators across the world. It happens too
often, where teachers and professionals only use resources from the Internet. The important
thing is to contribute back to this wonderful resource and this project is my way of collaborating
and sharing ideas with others in the education field .

Changing the roles. This project exhibits the ability to evolve from simply providing
technology support to teachers, to co-designing a unit. The focus of the project was not on the
iPads or other forms of technology. The main point of implementing technology is to engage the
learner, and provide assistance through the learning process. Throughout the duration of the
Basketball Unit, student assistance was needed, as well as, teacher assistance as we assessed how
each session went.
Continuing education is a necessity in order for teachers to keep up with the latest
research and technology. This project showed me the process of becoming a teacher-researcher,
and how data collection and observations were critical for the overall success of the project as a
whole. Reflecting is an important part of the learning process, and I have learned how to
become a reflective practitioner as I plan to improve the integration of more iPads across various
curriculums.
In order to support the findings of the project, the following section provides a detailed
session-to-session description of the experimental group to demonstrate the learning and
interaction patterns throughout the project.
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The iPads in PE Project
Session I

Group

Location

Duration (min.)

18 February 2014

Experimental

Computer Lab

50

19 February 20 I 4

Control

Computer Lab

50

After being introduced to the research project weeks earlier, the students learned more
about the dynamics of how the experiment worked . These meetings were between the researcher
and students, where the students learned more about the various applications and tools that
would be used throughout the project. All students in the experiment received the Parent
Information letter and the researcher answered questions proposed by the participants regarding
the experiment (see Appendix A).

Session II

Group

Location

Duration (min.)

25 February 2014

Control

Gym

50

28 February 2014

Experimental

Gym

50

Today was the first official observation, as well as, the first day of the Basketball
Unit. Mr. French started the class with his expectations, rules, and intended outcomes he
envisioned while participating in the Basketball Unit. The researcher was there to observe
interactions between the students and teacher, as well as reiterate the rules and expectations for
using iPads. The students had used iPads for a number of other classes, but using the iPads in
the gymnasium was a new idea. Students were given their designated iPads to use for the
duration of the 50 minute class periods, and were instructed to read the first post on the
blogAppendix I).
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As the students finished reading basic instructions on the blog, they were free to find a
partner to begin working on mastering the basketball skills. While observing the class, the
researcher noticed a number of students rushing through the drill, posting the assignment, and
then continuing on with playing basketball. This behavior was mentioned to Mr. French
regarding the students' brief documentation and then off to play basketball. Although we made
sure the students completed the tasks, we did not push anything else onto the experiment.
Only 38% of the students commented on the blog, as it was not mandatory after the first
session. One student (S.S) in particular set a great example with the comment she left. [S.S.]
posted "I used it by having someone take a video of me shooting the ball correctly, and then
photo [shopped] it at the place that I thought I had the correct form." This was an excellent
example for other students' reference. In preparation for the subsequent class, students were
expected to have read the second blog post outside of school (Table 3).
Table 3
Blog Post Number Two

After some careful rol!itoorntian between Mr, French Bn<l J. we have adaptro !,()Ille of me etpe;::tatiom for
!!us cxpctimcnt Due to timt tor.5traints, v.-t are changing !be W\JJ we are w.oing to oo ming£. lnstea.d of
leaving it 1J9L~d. we h:a\'e decided to provide IDO:le example~ of what we are expecting. &low whm
we wiLl r.: doing when you comr to dw nn WednCG!}' .

! . Each group wDl have a sptrl!k l:!askr{ball skill to mzster and preM::ni.
2. f~amp~ of what we want art below, Iaucad of UWtg Ecill\.-rclilian~. Y.'e ate g-0ing 1-0 use ScrecnCbomp
in.\te&d (e:uies m use}.
lGroups
-PS and KM {Sci Soot)
-DW. WM. GH. MB (Give and Go)
-FB and AF (ScrN:n }
-CH and MS (L1j1tp)
-IA. SS. RG (Jump S:hot}
Old: hl:rc lo see M er.ample u,Lng S.rn:enebomp
lldow it an rxampit U!,!llg ?erfer:Video
Htre is t'te rob!k io foliow for your crentiom -

Session III

Group

Location

Duration (min.)

3 March 20 14

Control

Gym

50

4 March 2014

Experimental

Gym

50
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Part of the students' grades for PE was participation. Participation included logging into
the website and reading and understanding the material. Beyond having the abil ity to see who
logs in or out of the blog, it was also apparent who did their homework and who didn ' t. In the
post, there was an example that Mr. French and I created. It was very basic, but it covered the
different aspects of the rubric that students should follow. The video example and
corresponding post by Mr. French satisfies the intended outcomes for their blog posting
according to the rubric in Table 4. For a photo rendition of the video example see Appendix C.
Table 4

Teacher Rubric for Grading Blog Posts
Commu.nJcstion
Title
(4) Ski l name is ioc-lude.d io title

(l) No still name: indudod

t:se, label, to ex:plaln con-cept _ __
(4) cffccri,·cly
(3) somcwha: cffccth<cly

(1) minimally C.'t:plain

Visuals
Seleded pboto _ _to die r,e flectinn
(4) adds significant meaning
(l) adds mc::anmg

(:Z) adds minimal meaning

Fonts are
(4) Clear and easy to n:ad

(l ) unc ear to read

()) arc legible

As students came to class, opened up their iPads and started to read the blog they either
reviewed the information or found out what we were doing for their first time. Mr. French had
all of the students log into Kidblog, and look at the post with the video example. As they
finished reading the post, they fo und their respective partners and started brainstorming ways to
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begin their projects. As groups began to form, the researcher noticed a number of students were
struggling to get started. One student, [F.B.], asked how she was supposed to record their
project. Another student, [D.W.], came up and asked if he was supposed to use a video or take
pictures. All groups were instructed to "freeze", close their iPads, and tum their attention to the
center of the gymnasium. Mr. French then took over and reiterated the applications that the
students could use. Shortly after, (M.B.] asked, "can we use screenshots if we know how to use
them?" Mr. French replied, "absolutely, does anyone know how you could use screenshots in a
video?" After students ponder the idea, the groups start to disperse and begin working on their
projects. In Figure 1, Mr. French is answering questions from students, and other students are
seen collaborating with their groups determining the best approach to getting their message
across in their blog post.

Figure 1. Collage showing students and teacher collaboration
Each student was expected to create a blog post showing an understanding of his or her
specific basketball skill. There were a total of seven completed blog posts for this specific
assessment (some projects featured multiple students). Figure 2 represents a number of blog
posts that would be classified as "needing improvement". Comparing that to the blog rubric
represented in Table 5, these postings would be considered "minimal".

Figure 2. Photos depicting a successful jump shot, and a photo rendition of a basketball skill.
These are examples of "below expectation" as they are without any explanation or justification
as to why they understand that specific basketball skill.
Although most of the students had their blog post appropriately labeled with their
basketball skill, they didn't use labels to explain the concept effectively. Furthermore, the font
on the pictures made it more difficult to read, and took focus away from the main ideas. With
help from the researcher, Mr. French brainstormed some reasons why these posts were below par
and settled on three ideas;
•

Lack of group collaboration

•

Lack of understanding of assignments

•

Inadequate use of class time

As these were new class "splits", or groups of classes, Mr. French was unsure if students were
able to work together. As the researcher walked around to observe each group, it appeared that
the groups were working together and were on task. The latter two, go hand-in-hand as the
students ability to pay attention in class correlates to their ability to perform on assignments or
assessments. Since the iPads were only used in the gym, the students had to understand and
organize their class time efficiently.
One student in particular, [I.A.], suggested to her group that they get their video or photo
content posted, and then they can go back and edit the text or explanations at a different time. I
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gained the attention of everyone in the gym, and had [I.A.] share the idea that she came up with
the rest of the class. In Figure 3, you can see how [I.A.] has created a blog post that meets the
desired outcomes of the blog rubric. The picture is easily readable, and the labels add significant
meaning to the overall picture as she circles and identifies the "jump". [M.B.] decided create a
video that depicts his basketball skill, which in this case is the "give and go". A photo rendition
of the video created by [M.B.] can be seen in Figure 4.
Although the projects by the students in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are presented in a way that
was expected, their justification and reasoning behind the basketball skill wasn't to the standard
in which Mr. French expected. Mr. French assured there is always room for improvement, as
details described on the rubric (Appendix F).

"To be at a sixth grade /Jnre,I you lu.1.wr robe able
10 perform

tins uuk wilh deff!IJSlW pre:tsure. To

be.·a1 an above mth grade level or St."+'€ntit gmde
level you ktzve to be able to perform tniJ uut

dllrln,_~ a game...

Figure 3 (Left). Blog post identifying and exhibiting a clear understanding of intended
basketball skill. Figure 4 (Right). Photo series of a video post showing a clear understanding of
intended basketball skill
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Session IV

Group

Location

Duration (min.)

5 March 2014

Control

Gym

50

6 March 2014

Experimental

Gym

50

The students were instructed to complete their blogging outside of class. If they needed
to add detail they could, if not, the students would be assessed on what they had posted. Mr.
French commented on each of the six initial posts, as one group failed to upload a blog post.
You can see each initial post and their description (if applicable) in Appendix D.
In reference to the four examples that have been discussed, consider the two on-level
((I.A.J's Jump Shots and [M.B.]'s Give and Go) examples, and the two below-level ([R.G.] 's

Jump Shots and Screening by [F.B.]) examples. The dialogue between Mr. French and a student
was similar for on-level and below-level examples, respectively. Meaning that although the
student may have posted his/hers in the correct format, the reasoning and justification wasn't
sufficient.
"Just a couple of suggestions to possibly enhance the post," Mr. French commented to
[R.G.], "could you describe your shooting form prior to the picture? When you need to execute a
jump shot to score a 3 on the basketball skills rubric?" The response by [R.G.] can be seen in
Figure 5.
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[R.G.) replied - -EUClltcs ~;th defensive
pressure to get a mn::e and execute during
gam<:

play for a four

Figure 5. Blog post of student to teacher interaction.
In the other project completed by [F.B.], Mr. French compliments the group on the video
being clear, but with little documentation it is hard to understand what is going on in the video.
"When would a basketball player use this skill," asks Mr. French, "and is this skill considered
offensive or defensive?" [F.B.] , and her partner, (A.F.], completed this part of the project
together. They did not respond to the comment by Mr. French directly, rather, they edited their
post to reflect their learning. The pair added, "Screening is an offensive action and is best used if
[you ' re] trying to help another person on your team escape! "
It is important to provide a number of assessment opportunities so each student has the
ability to succeed and achieve the desired outcomes.

Physical Education assessment can be

divided up into two categories (Hay, 2006):
I .) Assessment for learning (purposeful tasks)
2.) Assessment for accountability (large-scale)
Throughout this part of the project, the students were held accountable for a number of
responsibility and tasks. For example, the students were instructed on the tasks for recording
their information. It was their option to decide which route they wanted to go, or which
assessment they wanted to pursue. Literature suggests that teachers with a structured lesson
plan, or "subject matter", and a number of tasks for assessing throughout, tend to have their
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students' attention more often than not. Students are held accountable for their learning and
effective instructional strategies can reduce off-task behaviors.
Hopple (2005) suggests by offering a variety of assessments, students will be able to
apply skills that have been mastered and become motivated to take ownership of their learning
(as cited in Fencl, 2014, p. 16). Although there were minor errors, the projects at the "expectedlevel" took advantage of multiple assessments being offered. As pictured in Figure 3 and Figure
4, the postings of [I.A.] and [M.B.] still had room for improvement.
Looking at [I.A.J's posting of a photo of a jump shot; Mr. French states, "I also really like
the visual attention to the feet off the ground", indicating that [I.A.] has created labels that add
significant meaning to her project. "Can you describe what your form was like prior to this
picture?" he asked [I.A.]. She replied, "this was my form as I was shooting the shot but before
this I [was on] the ground sort of squatting."
As presented earlier, the video representation of Give and Go by [M.B.] explains the skill
effectively. [M.B.] goes further and explains the different steps of the Give and Go technique.
Besides portraying it in the video post, he also adds the content to the comment section of
Kidblog to eliminate and potential misunderstanding. Mr. French asked, "Why would a
basketball player use this offensive skill?" [M.B.] replied in a comment post, "Because if you
perfect it you can easily get rid of a defender and score."
The remainder of the comments left by Mr. French can be seen in Appendix E.

Session V

Group

Location

Duration (min.)

10 March 2014

Control

Gym

30

II March2014

Experimental

Gym

30
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Class time was shortened today due to an early dismissal. Class time was devoted to
students needing to catch up on their homework and projects associated with the class. Once
students were finished editing any posts or submitting new information, they would begin
warming up for a basketball scrimmage. For the remainder of class, the students played a
scrimmage as the researcher recorded the "game" to use as an authentic assessment piece.
At the conclusion of class, Mr. French informed the students that they were required to
login to Kid blog, look for the Video Assessment post, and read the directions. Students were
asked note three things while they watched the video:
I . Identify the specific skill assigned by the teacher
2. Identify appropriate technique
3. Identify time slot in video
Mr. French and the researcher decided to ask for the location in the video where the skill they
were discussing was taking place. This was to help eliminate redundancy among postings. The
students were given the Basketball Rubric for more detailed information on what Mr. French was
expecting (Appendix F).

Session VI

Group

Location

Duration (min.)

12 March 2014

Control

Gym

50

13 March 2014

Experi mental

Gym

50

After some minor editing and blending together by the researcher, the video was
uploaded to YouTube and posted to the Kidlog for the students to watch. All of the student
comments about the video assessment can be seen in Appendix G. Unfortunately, this was the
day before leaving for Spring Break, so a number of students were not in attendance. The
students whom were in attendance were the ones who responded. There was quite a bit of
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difference among the responses to the video assessment, as some students' posts were more
detailed than others. There were several students where the researcher commented on their video
assessment. Most of class time was spent on adjusting or adding to their video assessment.
The researcher asked the students to connect what was done in this class to the
Technology Literacy Skills as described by the Iowa Core. Students' thoughts and actions
varied from not enjoying using the iPads in PE, to several students wanting their own to use
everyday. Some students didn't even realize the quality of work they have accomplished while
using the iPads. A number of students felt that they were focusing too much on the technology,
rather than, focusing on the basketball skills. Another student exclaimed she did not like using
the iPads because "the whole point in PE is the physical part."
A majority of the students picked the first and second Technology Literacy Essential
Concepts dealing with creative thinking and collaboration. The students made successful
connections between what we did in PE. to the Essential Concept and Skills as described by the
Iowa Core. More on this subject will be discussed in the next section.
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Limitations and Recommendations
With the Common Core becoming increasingly important, and technology continuing to
fill classrooms, the implementations of iPads (or any device) is going to be a necessity. Or is it?
Sure, iPads and other devices are invading our classrooms, but once this massive implementation
is done, what is the next step? As Matt Brittland (2013) explains, "the future is about access,
anywhere learning and collaboration, both locally and globally" (p. 1). Consider how technology
has impacted journalist and news media today.
With "crowdsourcing" and social media becoming more mainstream, the devices are
already in student' hands. Eventually, it will not be about getting the technology into the hands
of the learners. One can view the management of technology at two levels, the first being

"micro-managing", or living in the "now", focusing on schools implementing devices into their
classrooms. Perhaps without the infrastructure or support for such implementation.
The other outlook could be "macro-managing" technology, meaning the ability to move
beyond the device, and understand how communication and collaboration takes place and how
important the network and infrastructure is for success. This idea can be as small as moving a
wireless access point to improve connectivity, to collaborating with classrooms to design
projects with students from other continents.
As discovered in this project, students are already comfortable with the technology. It is
important to see how the technology can promote, and sustain, higher-order thinking skills. The
students were using the iPads in ways to effectively express their understanding of the content.
Collaboration is a main focus in the Iowa Core, and is important to implement among any
subject. Students tend to learn better by communicating and sharing ideas with other students.
As teachers become more comfortable with implementing technology, it is important to
maintain an understanding of educational technology. To help ensure this at the local level,
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having teachers share their experiences and collaborate with other teachers will be beneficial.
Much like how this Graduate Project portrays and documents successful technology integration.
Technology today allows this communication and collaboration to easily take place. Technology
also allows for teacher learning communities to span across time zones.
This project was done over a short period of time for my design of using an iPad for a
physical education unit. The major findings were primarily drawn from qualitative data, such as
my observation notes and document analysis (posts, pictures, videos). This may cause the data
and suggestions to be subjective in nature. If I were to change this project, I would extend the
length of the research and observation periods and find ways to collect more evidence. A
number of the observation periods were recorded, but that did not catch all of the collaboration
that took place. Perhaps I would have the students reflect on the experience more often rather
than at the end of the experience.
At the local level, I would like to complete this project with more PE teachers across our
district. If this were to happen, the data would be collected over a longer period of time, and
with a larger sampling of students, the data could become more relevant. Additional data such as
more student interviews would also enhance the overall experiment.
As easy as it may sound, schools are still struggling to get up to par with technology.
During the Industrial Revolution, "schools were built to educate" the workers. Currently, the
education is drastically changing, and schools are struggling to find ways to "foster creati vity"
among their students, and find challenging and engaging activities to keep the motivation level
high. The focus should shift from "less rote-learning and more critical thinking" not about what
we communicate with but why are we communicating (Coming, 2014).
Schools have to understand that there is a time and place for the teacher at the front of the
classrooms. In today ' s media-rich environment, it is a joint effort between the teacher and
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students, and both parties are responsible for contributing to the classroom community
(Schwartz, 2013). John Abbot explains how we need to tilt away from creating students
dependent on teachers. Instead, students need to be instructed how to think critically, and be
able to solve problems while collaborating and effectively communicating with other individuals
(as cited in Vangelova, 2014).
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App endix A
Parent Information Letter

Dear St. Augustin School Family,

As a requirement for completing my Masters of Arts in
Instructional Technology. I will be conducting a research project
at St. Augustin School. The focus of the project will be on
integrating iPads into the Physical Education curriculum. With
help from Mr. French and the sixth grade class; I will be
conducting this research project in conjunction with the
upcoming Basketball Unit.
Two groups have been established: a Control Group and an
Experimental Group. Regular physical education classroom
rules will still be expected. The Control Group will go about the
Basketball Unit as normal. Each student in the Experimental
Group will be given an iPad to use for each class throughout the
duration of the Basketball Unit.
Anonymity is expected in educational research, and any photos
or videos will be used for the sole purpose of completing my
Masters degree requirements.. Nothing will be published
publicly throughout this project. Complete anonymity will be
respected.
During the project, I will be observing interactions between both
groups of students as well as interactions between students and
teachers. For the Experimental Group, the classroom content
will be disbursed through a KidBJog website. We will also use
applications such as Educreations and PerfectVideo to not only
take pictures but record and create videos as well.
Thank you in advance for your support and consideration of this
project. lf you have any questions, feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Mr. Tyler Heflmann
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Appendix B
Student Online Behavior Contract
Slogging Guidelines Contract
Please read and understand the b.esl,c,ules and expectations ofbJogging. Remember, w-e are

all a part oflhe same learning communicy with one focus - using cectmology in PE!
Please 1nswer !he question• and read each guideline, Thfln cheek, understand" or, do not
understand" for each guideline ,

ttyou have any Que:s.tions or concerns, you cen submil feedba-ck at Iha end-of this questionnaire.

'R11qulmc

What IPad • are you?•

Only Poll !hinge that you would want everyone (In school, at home, In other countrlo•l to
k,-, Atk yourself: It lhlo 1omeltllng I want everyone to He?•

O I underitana

I co not unde1Sland

Do not sharo p,tNIONI lnformatlon. Ask your9elf: Could someone find rne (In real Illa) ba..d
on 1h11 lnfotmatlon? •
(; I underitana
I do nol undetslano
TMnk btfota you posL Alk your11lf: What could be the COflltqlMACet ol lhla post?•

v

I undennand

Q I ao not unden11and
K,_ who you'r• communlcatlng with. Atk yourself: Who II golnQ to look 11 Wt, and how are
IIMIY DOi!\11 totmerprat my woro,,1 •
I ~ftQll'$1Md

,, 1do not \Uldtttllll)(l

_,,.

Know how 10 gl\11 conettUCIIVt flldbaek, Atk YllUl'Hlf: WIM!I Wll! I cau.. by wrlll!!Q lhlt
Do yov un(!offitand how"' II''" OO!lilJ'\ICIIVU foOOl>llok'I
'1·

I undersi.no

\ , I do "Ot llftOllllarnl

Treat other people the way you want to be trea11d. Ast yourself: Would I want someone
say thla to me? •

to

V I understand

<.. I do not understand
Ute IPl"OPflall language and proper grammar and spelling. Atk yourulf: Would l want lhls
post to be graded tor proper grammar and spelling?
Use your skills!

8 I understand
%/ I do not undet'Sf.and
Only poet lnfotmallon t!Yt you ca.n verify Is true (no pslping). Atk yourself: la this
lnappr(lflriate, lmmatur• ot bullying? •
Rememller, this Is• project so ~lily focused!

0 I understand
0 I do not understand

we-

Anytime you iae media from al!Olher SCMll'CI , be sure to property clle the crutot of thl
original WO<k. Atk youruff: Who is the original crtatot of !his-?•
Do you know how to copy and pasle !inks from
so we can property source !hem?
\

I under,tand

v

I do not 1,nderstand

At I blogger, you Win be commentlng on people's work regularty. Good comments: are
conotrucliva, ~ nol hurtful; conelder the aUlhot and h Pllf'PO'I• of !he poet; art always
relatedtothl conttntoflhe post; include pertonal connections t o - the author wrote;
anawer a question, or add meaningful lnlotlrul.t lotl to the content topic; follow the writing
praceH. comments,,. a published piece ol wrilirlg. •

0 I under,laJ\d
Q I do not understand

Oo you have any questlont or concerns about~•
This ts a required que5tion, if you do no!ha\le anysuQlltlS!ons type in "no·
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Appendix C
Photo Rendition of Video Example
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Appendix D
Initial Skill Postings and Comments

. ' Stan running to the basket''
•..Your eamma: e pass.cs it ba k to you"
R.G.] Jump Sitar
boto)

S.S.) Jump Shot
(photo)

• photo on. · - no description
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Appendix E
Teacher Comments on Initial Posting
Tocher
Comment

Stodmt Initials

Prqject Name-

[S.S~I
Jump Shot

Good wortf J11St a couple ofs1w;::estiN.s

to possibly e111ta11ce tire po.w: can }mi
describe when y,011 11ud to exec1,re a j 1unp
slt01 to 54."'0lr! a 3 on rile fNuketlxz li stills

rubric?

Student
R&pon:s.e

To execute a )':.m1p shot and get
a score of J -~'OU r-t--ed 10 be
able w exec-.,ae with de_(f!lui-.ie
pressure.. And to ger a four you
n.eed ro be able ro exoc1,re
dJtrmg a game.
In ba5ketooU J, 'OU r..eed m ber.d.
your legs @.d. liave

fl,. 'O

1-.arulr a

ball and follow through

IG.H.J
GI-.. e and ;Go
1

.Vel'}' nic} work. Your v.Titter. description

q_r tire ew:n.ts happening it1 the 1-iiiro a.re

You can score and get rrd of a
defender

great. Ju.r;r: one 1l1ing you e:or,ld m1prove:
co11./d you describe -.~-liy yau ,mght use thr!i
offe1u1ve skill?

[\V.l\'L]
Give and ,Go

'!1Je video does a pretty good job of
s!1011lir.g the oJ,1ewive bli. A t."YJup!e
t/Jmgs m imprmre: ca11 you des.cnbe wr.at
is happe.1Ji.ng in t!.te a·c rion as it enters the
flume from the right?

W.har was happening ,~r {D. W.J
cm offer1.s.e passes 10 me a.r.d
then lie passes ruck to me and I
go for a i'ay11p b-eCfI'.J.~e we i'ost
the defense guarding IL'i•

[R.G.]

.ltlSt a couple of:mgge5zicms to poH1b{y
en.r.mu::e rhe po t_- oow'd you describe your
sf1oor:i.n.g prwr to the pictu.re? r-i;:/Jen /do]
you 1Jeed to e:tec1,te a j 1mJp sltot to score a
3 on the bas.ketbail rubric?

Executes with defer.sff
pressure to ger a r.tr.ree ar.d
e.xecute d iuing game play for a
four.

Very.•nice posr.' You have a ,'ot ofgreat
,•,ritten desaipiil work. J also
apprec,are rite visual upresentatwn oft.he

Because ~(vou perfect it you
can ea.'iiiy get rid of a defender

JumpShOI.

[M-B.I

<iiveand ,Go

ands.mre.

sli.iil. Quidc qrmrion: 11,,J:.y wou1d a

[I.A.I
Jump Shot

[F~B-1

Give and Go

fou did a v..-onde,fi,l job ofd.e.1cribi1ig
-....'lie,r you would execute a juw.p 5/totfor
yo1u gmde level. I also really like the
1,7sua.J attention co t.hefc<et off the ground.
One suggestion: can yo11 describe -.-.-'hat
yoiu foroi l'r'tU i'il<.e prior to thi.Y picture?

'!1Jis was my form as l was
.</homing tile shm fr.,a bef,,re
tfm: I {was o,ij tire grow1d s.ori

J'io commer.t ava11afJle

No commer..t available

q_,f.rquatti,ig.
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Appendix F
Sixth Grade Basketball Rubric
4

3

Throws, wh

2

1

Th

T hrows a
lead· g pass to
a moving
receiver off a
dribble or pass

CY.vs, while
s::.ationary. a
leading pass to
a moving
receiver

T o,vs a pass

moving. a
leading pass to
a moving
receiver

Executes thr eeof the offensive
skills w ith
defensive
pressu e

Exec utes two of
the offensrve
skills with
defensive
pressure

Executes two of
the offensive
skills during
warm~up
activities

Exec tcs one of
the offens ive
skills during
warm-up
activities

5. Dribbling
-Both hands
-Change speed
-Change direct.

Executes du · g
game~y

Executes du ing
warm-up
activities

Ori'bbk;s with
both hands;
does not change
speed or
directbn.

Dribbles w1
one t\and; does
no change
speed or
direction

Shooting
6. Set shot
7. J ump shot
a. Layup

Executes during
game p,5.Jy

Executes during

Struggles to
execute witti
mature form

Passing

1. G est Pass
2. Bounce Pass

Off.ensrve Skills
3.&4 .
- Piv ot
-Fake
-Jab Step
-Screen
-Grve & Go

Executes •tl
defensive
pressure

warm-up
activities

to a stationary
receiver
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Appendix G
Student Comments on Video Assessment

[I.A.J
-"[D.WJ set hisfeetfor a screen at
J:46for {M.B.J so he could go to the
basket."
•• "[J.1.B.j passed to [C.HJ and
[M.B.] ran to the other side by
{C.H.] and she threw it to him for a
give and go at 1:30."

-· "[M.B.j made a nice jump shot at
0:45 sec"
-· "[D. WJ made a good bounce
pass to {Af.B.} at 1:40"

{P.S.)

rs.s..1
- ·'[G.H J had a good dribbling Ofl.e
hand bou11cing the ball and not using
nvo hands while bouncing. This }Vas at
0: 19. "

-"[D. WJ had a nice bounce pass to
{M.B.j with two hands on the ball and
threw it 011 the ground and the ball
botJnce.d back up to {}J.B.}. This was
at 1:41."
H[A.F.j made a ,rice cl1est pass to
{;\f.B.J [with] 111,.•o hands and threw it at
!)J.B.] vAiile having two pe,0ple tryi,ig
to block it. ''

-''There ·w as a .set shot at 3:00 and
a chest pass at 2:40 (I don't know
who made them because 1 can not
see)"

-{Mr. Hellmann) "Noproblem
[P.S.j.' What makes it a set shot?"
-- "Their feet were .set on the
ground while they shot it"

--{Mr. Hellmann) "Bingo.'"

[C.H.]
"Nice pass from [MB.] to [P.S.J
at 0:46"
H

-- "Great layup by {G.HJ at 2:58"
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Appendix H
Mr. French's reaction
6th Grade Control Group
The control group did a really nice job with the basketball unit. All of the students received
a 3 on the 6th Grade Basketball Sk.ills rubric, demonstrating grade level expectations in the skills.
The control group students were fairly engaged for most of the u nit, although as some of them
finished their drills & presentation video work, they began to get a little ofMask.
6th Grade Experimental Group
The experimental group did a great job with the basketball unit. Nine out of the thirteen
students in the experimental group earned a 4 on the 6th Grade Basketball Sk ills rubric,
demonstrating above grade level expectations in the skills . The remaining four of the thirteen
students all earned a score of3 on the rubric. T he experimental group students were very
engaged throughout the unit and used time after shooting their vid,eo to correct and enhance
their blog post.

SIm ilaritios
Both groups contained relatively the same cross-section of students , ranging from the
more athletic and skilled students to those that are generally averse to team sport activities . Both
groups received the same amount of instruction. For the initial assignment. both groups began
with a good amount of energy and foe us , starting off on-task and completing the directions. As
time wore on, their on*task time began to differ which is addressed in the differences section.
Differences
T here were some pretty clear diff>erences in the two groups. The experimental group was
able to dive deeper into the cognitive aspect of the basketball skills, shovving a much deeper
understanding of the concepts through video, pictures , and typed discussion. The control group
demonstrated a surfac;e understanding of the skills and although they may have had a deeper
understanding, they were unable to express that in the format they used (designed a drill that
showed their understand ing of the sk.ill) . Additionally, the experimental group \'Vere provided with
an opportunity to showcase their ability to recognize the s;kills in a vidoo. Through this video
commentary the students in the experimental group could increase their rubric score by
demonstrating further k.nO\vledge of the subject. T he control group did not have access to the
video and had to use their designed drill to achieve their rubric score.
T he other difference that became clear was how \WU the experimental group remained
on-task. Even when they were finished with their blog post, many students were looking to edit
and revise their post. Essentially. although they had completed the requirements for the task.
they remained on•task working to improve the quality of their work. On the other hand, the
control group quickly moved to off-task activities when they felt they had come up with a doc,e nt
drill. This resulted in lower rubric scores across the board and to a considerable lack of time
spent on~task, developing basketball skills .
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Appendix I
Kidblog Post # 1
He lo 6tb Graders -

You have 'been ran4wnly chosen to be a pan of a rcscarc!i project. This res~ project: is <ksi.gned by Mr.
Hcllmano ass final comporu::ntto bis completion oflris Master of Arts degree in lns:ructiooal Tcchnologv through.
lhe University of~orthcrn fowa.
The focus of me rescan:h project is the effectivcnrss of iml}lemeoting i.Pads into the Physical Education
curri.cuhmi. Mr. Hcllma1m wimis to dctcrmiru: whethcr implcrncrmog il'ads iro:o PE will be brncflcial to tlu: lcanu:r
(thsr's your). \Vith help frrun Mr. Frroch, we will be integrating tcclmology into t1tc Basketball Uruc. Throughout
t.'lis unit. you will lx: provided au iPad to use fur whai:rvcr i:'dwcariorutl value you desire.. Tom: will be times \\1lc:rc
we wiU complete activities mgcmer, aru:! thm: '\\C'lll also be ti.mes v.,1>.cre yo,.J. ·will da:idc what yoo want to do.
Regular Physical Education classroom rules a.'lld expectations still a~y. During each PE class, Mr.
Hellmann v;i.ll be obse:r'\'i:ng the classroom teaming envi.n:mrru:at. He wi.U be l~ng at iactividu:al srudcnt bcba,.,ior,
5Wdc-m-si:ud.ent intcracti-orui. and stlldc-ot-te&:ber intcmroons. The- netts anrl observations rroord.c--<i by Mr.
Hdlmann will be anonymous, and yo>.l! name wil! oot be med in any part of the research aru:! final project. (G~I
#1)
To start. V.'1: v.".ill learn aoo..n a mm1':x:r of applications (apps} thst we will

= during the B:ts:kctbal1 Un.it.

!.fr. Hellmann and Mr. Frer.cb Mi\'C rnl!.aoorntcd to produce a. unit cooducivc to a 21st Century ~aming

cnvironmcru..
GooL, for Todav
Login 8.11d undcrstan<i bow to Ll!iC KidBlo;g
F ami!iarizc j"Ol.ITT>tlf with .EtiucroorioM and PerfectVrdeo
Re.ad and understand t1tc blogging guidelines we vril! follow (GoogleForni).
Respooo to the quc:w.ons at the end of this blog post.

_.. .
-.;::,.

1....-..=,..

2.

II

The first app that will be introduced to you is E,:f.ucreatiom , which should alrCll:d)· be on ymrr iPad. This
app allows you to rake pi cttm:::s aru:! draw directly on the p.iccurcs.. l wouhi suggest activities we coukl use this for.
but th.at is go:iog to be your job! How could this app be used £o the Basketball Unit? Try ir oot and i;i:e what it's
.sbout. Cn:atc a Goog.lcDoc (label rt "Day ! ") on your i.Pad, and nxord some ideas or suggC'5tioos on using
Ed'!l<:reations. The second app that you c-01.Jld possibly use during the Baskctball Unrt is Pe,frcW1dec. This app
should already lx: on your i.Pad. This is a r:a:bcr simple vidoo editing appLicari-on that is fairl)' easy to us::.

For bom of chese apps, yoo will hav-e to use the camera and \'idro recorecr wttlrin tbc iPad tts.elf. We have
urod ebis for o<bcrclasscs, so this :s..~oo.ldn't be a.nytbmg new. You may have: to "a.llowac>ecss to camera" when you
oprn up the apps for lnc first time. (Goal #l)
This is tl>.c first rnll:t'. wr 1tave used a blog as a el ass. bux•1hc:re are a lot of -..'ahlahle re!i01l!res we cBn gamer
wJ,.eo we arc all learning -ogcmcr. In orocr to illtdc:rstand snd compl.ctc the blogg.ing guidelines we pJa., to follow.
please clid : hm: (Goal #3)- Atso. remember the tips snd nicks to being a good.digitaJ ci:tizcn.
Click hue to \'1c.\' the Reso:urca for Studfn.t t document.
Qu;tstions to answer - pl£JJ:Se ,p:pond to tht!M! lifl#SUMIS by cOJffme.nrirrg b-elm., ( Goal #4)
o How have you used your iPad today?
o- Please p,oo: at least om: vidoo o:r ixicrure to tbfs blog and comment on the action
basketball rno~·e you are

°'

ooing.

